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Quagmire
Quagmire is a toolkit for exploring the interplay between large-scale dynamic models
and surface process modification of the topography.
python based but using PETSc / petsc4py to make it fast and ‘trivially’ parallel
DMPlex and DMDA (for triangulation v. pixels)
provides classes for meshing based on stripy
( based on TRIPACK / STRIPACK / SRFPACK / SSRFPACK )
object oriented - parallel implementation largely “hidden”
operators for downstream transport and upstream integration
operators for flood-filling
Matrix form
Graph form (not scalable / not parallel)
Pit filling, swamp flooding, stream power computation supplied

Live documentation in the form of jupyter notebooks
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Quagmire — the philosophy
Goal: provide a grab bag of efficiently-implemented, python classes that people can quickly use to implement their favourite LEM
(or just use some pieces in a python workflow).
Let the science questions dictate what the codes do and not the other way around
Let anyone in the community define their version of the problem and support their choices
Open source, open community
Leverage PETSc and other open-source tools
Easy interoperability with python codes such as Underworld
Available through pip / spack for easy installation but easiest to install via docker

Quagmire is not a shrink wrapped LEM code that does anything very much other than showing a few examples. It’s a typical python
project that provides a way to do some things reasonably well.
Open source, so it may just end up as a template for other people to take and improve.

Live demonstration & repository for Quagmire
https://mybinder.org/v2/gh/underworldcode/quagmire-live-documentation.git/master

Problems ? here is our github repo: https://github.com/underworldcode/quagmire where you can open an issue.

Characteristics of the surface evolution problem
Myriad contributions to the rate of change of surface
height at many different scales.

Slope

Some can be characterised as local such as diffusionlike terms to describe slope evolution and these tend
to be “easy” numerically.
Other terms include “non-local” transport
dependencies … in cartoon form:

Capacity
Erosion efficiency

n
Dh
m
= ∇ (κ (h)∇h ) − KA ∇h + h!tectonic
Dt

The non-local terms account for the fact that
information ‘only’ propagates downstream.
Total river runoff

Sediment in Flight

Sediment carried past any point (accumulated load)

Erosion terms are strongly localising with all obvious
numerical caveats. Deposition terms have the
opposite property.
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Downstream flow calculations 1.x dimensions

A(s) = ∫ α (ξ )
upstream

AN =

∑α

i

i=a…N

Downstream aggregation terms (integrals over everything
upstream of a given point can be regarded as a tree structure
with directions pointing downhill.
Very well behaved (non cyclic etc) if only steepest descent.
Or they can be viewed as independent paths which converge as they track through the landscape.
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Decomposition and Data Structures for Surface (forward) Modelling
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Flow of information 8 ➛ 5 ➛ 8 ➛ 6 ➛ 5 ➛ 4 ➛ 7 ➛ 8 ➛ 9 ➛ 6 ➛ 5 ➛ 2 ➛ 1 ➛ 4 ➛ 7 ➛ 8 …
Although this is a contrived example, cyclic dependencies are always possible
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Adjacency Matrix Approach
A(s) =

∫ α (ξ )dΩ →

Ag =

∑α

i

0
0

i=0...g

upstream

∑ α + ∑α

Ag = α g + α f +

0
0

i

i=a,b,c

i

0
e

i=d ,e

0

0
a+b
These terms are simple to calculate if we can explicitly
construct the graph (tree) which represents the connectivity.
We can do the same thing with a matrix D which operates
to move information one node downhill.
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Adjacency Matrix Approach

b

The matrix D which operates to move

a

information one node downhill. D2 moves
information downhill by 2 increments and so on …
VERY SPARSE MATRIX

A = (I + D + D + D +…+D )α
2

3

N

d+e

e

c+a+b

A = DN α
NOT A SPARSE MATRIX

(N is the length of the longest chain)
Parallelism is straightforward …
implementation via recursion is

f+c+d+a+b+e

also straightforward …

A = D α = DA
*
N

N

*
N −1

AN = AN −1 + A

*
N

AN = AN −1 + DA

*
N −1

g+f+c+d+a+b+e
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Example

Decomposition is automatic and fixed regardless of catchment size / shape

Quagmire concepts — meshing

Basic concept of quagmire is a 2D mesh with associated variables. For topography, each (x,y)
location is associated with a height.

Quagmire concepts — meshing

We provide simple tools to make some base point clouds. These are used to construct a PETSc
DM and, from this, a quagmire mesh.

Quagmire concepts — mesh decomposition
global mesh

local mesh

shadow region

The global mesh is partitioned into local domains with overlapping shadow regions. To the user the local mesh is the
natural concept but care must be taken to ensure the shadow regions remain in sync (note this is slightly different from the
PETSc approach but matches Underworld). PETSc DM can refine the mesh as it is partitioned so this approach does scale
naturally from notebooks to large-scale parallel deployments.
Quagmire (mostly) handles synchronisation quietly. Sometimes, you have to help it out !
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Quagmire concepts — mesh variables

MeshVariables are wrapped PETSc vectors that are consistent with the local mesh size, expose their underlying data
as numpy arrays, and have appropriate sync methods. They are also capable of interpolation, gradient evaluation etc.
Update warning: the MeshVariables are a work in progress …
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Quagmire Examples — Meshing

The first two example notebooks deal with mesh creation, refinement and mesh variables

Quagmire Examples — Surface Process Puzzle Pieces

The third example notebook deals with surface process meshes and the various operators needed
to build ∂h /∂t

Matrix approach … other tools we can use
Upstream propagation — we can compute information in the upstream direction using

U=D

T

though, of course, this is not a one to one mapping any more. We can use this to find catchments for a
given outflow of the domain (see example 6)
Multiple flow pathways can also be accommodated

D = w1 D1 + w2 D2 +…
D1 is sparse, D2 is just as sparse (more sparse in a channel), w is a diagonal weight matrix either to weight
the flow by gradient or to switch D2 on / off e.g. for flat areas.
DN is pretty much a dense matrix.
DT still runs information upstream but does not uniquely
define a catchment any more.
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Mesh sensitivity

The multiple-pathway approach helps in situations where triangulation influences structure - for
example when a flat or smooth area is modelled.
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Quagmire Examples — Matrix Tools: multiple pathways

The fourth example notebook deals with stream network calculations and the various options for
multiple pathways across a surface.

Real landscapes

Another challenge (similar to mesh sensitivity) is the discretisation error and measurement error. If a
system is sensitive to a few metres change, then the landscape models needs to account for or ignore
vegetation and buildings, can be thrown by the fact that river channels are full of water, and needs to
consider what to do with a lake / swamp / dam or other build up of water in the flow pathway.

Fill-the-swamp algorithm

Horribly cratered landscape

Horribly cratered landscape + lakes

Identify catchments for any internal drainages, and then find the boundary points. The lowest boundary saddle point
should be the spill for this catchment. This requires some parallel coordination as different processors identify different
spills.
This can be a light-touch algorithm and may get stuck before finding a boundary outflow - fair enough as multiple craters
can end up under one large swamp.
It helps to have a local patch-fill preprocessing step and repeat while searching for saddle points.

Tilted eggbox

Or adding syrup to a waffle …
Or making ice in ice-cube trays …

Processed Landscape

Swamp filling algorithm finds: 1) a large number of point fills that are meshing-related, and 2) a fill
of the river channel and flood plain that directs flow along a connected path.

Processed Landscape

Flow paths found this way are generally not unique - a more useful way to analyse this is to think
of the ensemble of paths that can be found with small perturbations to the landscape. This seems
to find flood plains, old drainages etc. Also roads, forest clearings, reservoirs etc !!

Raw surface

Flood-filled Landscape

Quagmire Examples — Preprocessing Landscapes

The fifth example notebook shows how these processing steps can be constructed in quagmire
and applied to any topography mesh.

Finding catchments (uphill propagation)

We can use the uphill matrix (the transpose of the downhill matrix) to identify which points are associated
with a given outflow or local minimum. We need to locate the outflows (red points) and back propagate
ID information up into the catchment. Note … we usually do this for a single-neighbour adjacency matrix
for clarity though we don’t have to. Here we address all the lakes and local minima first.

Quagmire Examples — Catchments

The sixth example notebook shows preprocesses a surface and then locates the catchments by
propagating the catchment ID uphill to all connected nodes. Note the uphill propagation operator
does not sum in the way the downhill operator does (it uses the transpose of the same matrix though).

Quagmire Examples — Landscape evolution

Not in the tutorial per se. We have provided operators to solve the landscape evolution equations but we
(currently *) do not provide templates for the solver. Why … because there are so many choices of formulation
and many heuristics that cannot all be anticipated by us. We do plan to provide better templates for this.

Quagmire — future work
Goal: provide a grab bag of efficiently-implemented, python classes that people can quickly use to
implement their favourite LEM (or just use some pieces in a python workflow).
To do:
MeshVariable class
Vector variables (e.g. to return gradient operators)
Use MeshVariables as arguments in place of numpy arrays (which requires)
MeshVariables support appropriate set of mathematical operations (c.f. numpy)
Use Pint to build units into MeshVariables
Provide templates (equation systems) as in Underworld (which requires)
callbacks or uw-like functions to inject user-defined functions in the solvers
Higher level interface for novice user (c.f. uwgeodynamics).
Another webinar !

